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Graphene for Smart Life Applications 

 
Graphene is considered the most revolutionary, world-changing material since plastic. With the emergence of 
smart mobile devices (MD), electric vehicles (EV), grid and distributed energy (G&DE) the world is moving 
rapidly toward a more connected and more sustainable place. All these advances can benefit from the 
advantage of graphene, a wonderful material with property of best thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, 
strength, lighter, and thinner, etc.  
Graphene is not just for high-tech applications, but for the simple devices we use every day like our light bulbs, 
cloth, shoes, heating pad and sealed bag for durian, etc. This talk will share experience of how graphene could 
play a role in the more mundane technologies of our lives, like day to day living. Some related technology such 
as graphene coating, graphene film, graphene composites will be discussed. 
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